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Abstract

Over the last few years there has been a steady increase of international trade and
of shipments arriving at US ports from countries where security practices are consid-
ered less reliable. This led to a parallel rise of the vulnerability of the supply chains
and the ports in particular. As a possible way to reduce these vulnerabilities, the
use of Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) tags in shipping containers has been
suggested. RFID tags ideally can be used to identify and monitor individual contain-
ers without physically having to inspect them. However these tags themselves can
possible become security risks. In this research project we studied the potential vul-
nerabilities of such tags as they likely will be used in the near future in RFID systems
at the Long Beach and Los Angeles ports. Based on the results of this investigation
we make some recommendations on how to best protect the supply chains and the
ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles themselves.
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1 Introduction

Recently there has been considerable media attention concerning the vulnerability
of US ports in general, and the Los Angeles and Long Beach ports in particular.
This is largely due to a shift in cargo security emphasis from prevention of theft
and contraband to terrorism. Since this new threat is very difficult to evaluate and
quantify, however, resistance among many companies to spend on cargo security has
been growing continuously over the last few years. At the same time, as a result of a
10 percent annual increase in global trade and an increased proportion of shipments
from countries where security practices are less reliable, the vulnerability of U.S.
companies’ supply chains has been steadily increasing.

To deal with this problem in an efficient manner, the World Customs Organiza-
tion recently proposed a ”Framework of Standards to Secure and Facilitate Global
Trade” [39]. It calls for national programs that distinguish Authorized Economic
Operators (AEO’s), shipping companies that volunteer to comply with the respective
countries security guidelines. Such companies would then be considered ”trusted”
and their cargo would be marked to receive expedited handling at the country’s bor-
ders. In the U.S., the Department of Homeland Security through its Bureau of Border
and Customs Patrol introduced and supports two main new programs designed to en-
sure the safety of shipments arriving at U.S. ports: the Container Security Initiative
(CSI) [34] and the Smart & Secure Trade-Lanes (SST) program [32]. The Container
Security Initiative is designed to extend the U.S. security perimeter outwards, mak-
ing US borders the nation’s last line of defense rather than its first. The program,
which was announced in January 2002, attempts to identify high-risk maritime cargo
containers and search them for weapons of mass destruction at foreign ports before
they are shipped to the United States.

The SST program, on the other hand, is an initiative of the Strategic Council
on Security Technology. It is a phased, industry-driven initiative using an open
technology platform in coordination with U.S. Customs, the Transportation Security
Administration, Operation Safe Commerce, C-TPAT (Customs Trade Partnership
Against Terrorism) [35] and the Container Security Administration to improve the
security and productivity of cargo shipments.

What are the incentives for companies to participate in the voluntary C-TPAT
program? The Bureau of Customs and Border Patrol describes at least four possibil-
ities: (1) fewer inspections of inbound cargo, (2) ”green lanes” to speed up handling
of compliant cargo, (3) ”restart priority” in the event of port closure due to disaster
and (4) paperless information exchange. Until now only reduced cargo inspections (1)
have been implemented. As a result only about 4,000 out of about 50,000 U.S. im-
porters have applied to join C-TPAT. If, however, in the near future it can be shown
that an investment in cargo security is contributing to supply chain efficiency, this
number is bound to grow dramatically. To support such growth it will be important
to carefully analyze the security implications of the proposed technologies. The SST
application, the focus of this project, uses Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID)
systems.
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2 RFID Systems

What are RFID Systems? In the following section we will describe some basic char-
acteristics of RFID Systems.

2.1 Technical Characteristics of RFID systems

RFID systems are comprised of three main components [27]:

• RFID tag or transponder - the data carrier in the RFID system.

• RFID reader or transceiver - able to read data from tags and possibly write
data to them.

• Data Processing subsystem or back-end database - processes the data received
from the transceiver in some useful manner.

We will now explain these components in greater detail.

1. RFID tag or transponder. A typical tag consists of a microchip that stores
data and a coupling element like a coiled antenna that communicates using
radio frequency communication. RFID tags can be classified according to two
main criteria:

• The type of memory they provide: read-only, write-once read-many, or
fully rewritable.

• Their source of power: active, semi-passive or passive. The most inex-
pensive and smallest tags are passive, they receive all their transmission
power from the reading device. These tags are also the most physically
robust RFID tags. Active tags on the other hand contain batteries. As a
result they are able to broadcast much longer distances than passive tags
but they also suffer more from outside interference. Recently semi-active
(sometimes also called semi-passive) tags have found a lot of interest. Semi-
active tags make use of battery power to run local circuitry, but use reader
power to communicate. Most tags, both active and passive, communicate
only when they are queried by a reader.

• The frequency tags use to communicate: While lower frequencies have
shorter associated ranges, they also offer better penetration of materials;
higher frequencies on the other hand offer greater range, but are subject
to greater physical interference. The two most important RFID-frequency
categories are as follows:

– Ultra-High Frequency (UHF): UHF tags operate in the 868-956 MHz
frequency band. Passive UHF tags have a range, in many environ-
ments, of over ten feet (and sometimes as much as tens of feet). Addi-
tionally, RFID readers can scan hundreds of UHF tags simultaneously.
A major drawback of UHF tags is that they cannot be easily read in
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the presence of high concentrations of liquids, as found in such things
as beverage containers and humans.

– High-Frequency (HF): Passive HF tags have the drawback of low trans-
mission range of just over a foot. They are usually also larger than
UHF tags; flat HF tags are typically about 50mm by 100mm in size.
HF tags, however, are readable in the presence of water. HF tags
operate at 13.56 MHz, a frequency known as the Industrial-Scientific-
Medical (ISM) band.

RFID tags also come in a low-frequency (LF) variety operating at 120-140
KHz or operate at higher UHF frequencies, most notably at 2.45 GHz.
More details about the specifics of the communication between RFID tag
and reader can for example be found in [29].

The least expensive RFID tags, such as basic Electronic Product Code (EPC)
tags, are read-only. Such a tag is capable of transmitting a unique serial number
a distance of several meters or more in response to a query from a reading
device. Writable tags are more expensive, while rewritable tags (containing
Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory - EEPROM) are still
more expensive.

The tags that are most inexpensive are passive and lack the computing power to
perform even basic cryptographic operations. (They will have about 500-5000
gates, many devoted to the basic tag functions. By contrast, the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) requires some 20,000-30,000 gates.) Such tags are
at best capable of employing static keys, i.e., Personal Identification Numbers
(PINs) and passwords as security mechanisms. For example, the ”kill codes”
used to disable EPC tags for purposes of privacy, are secured by PINs. The
limited capabilities of such RFID tags make privacy and security enforcement
a special challenge.

More expensive RFID tags (usually active tags with battery power) are capable
of advanced functionality, and often include the ability to perform basic cryp-
tographic algorithms, such as symmetric-key encryption and challenge-response
identification protocols. (Public-key cryptographic is expensive, and used on
few RFID tags.) Implementing and using such cryptographic algorithms, how-
ever will put a large strain on the battery of an active tag. Once the battery
of an active tag becomes depleted the tag itself usually must be replaced. This
increases the cost of any cryptography enabled active tag based RFID system.

2. RFID Reader or Transceiver. RFID readers consist of a radio frequency
module, a control unit and a coupling element used to query tags via radio
frequency communication. Many also have an interface that allows them to
forward data received to a data processing subsystem.

To identify many tags in its read range, an RFID reader must communicate
with the tags in an anti-collision or singulation protocol. Otherwise the signals
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of multiple tags would interfere with one another, making reading impossible.
Singulation protocols enable tags to take turns in transmitting to a reader.

In UHF tags, singulation uses a variant of a protocol known as tree-walking.
In tree-walking, the space of k-bit identifiers is viewed as the leaves in a tree of
depth k. Briefly speaking, a reader traverses the tree, asking subsets of tags to
broadcast a single bit at a time. Consequently in the basic tree-walking protocol
the RFID reader must broadcast tag serial numbers over very large distances,
which can introduce vulnerability to eavesdropping.

HF tags on the other hand generally use a variant of the classic ALOHA pro-
tocol. Briefly stated, tags in the ALOHA protocol transmit their identifiers
to the reader at randomly determined times so as to avoid transmission col-
lisions. ALOHA-based RFID reading leaks less information than most UHF
tree-walking protocols. But most HF readers are capable of scanning only sev-
eral dozen tags simultaneously.

In general, readers have better internal storage and processing capabilities as
tags. They are connected to back-end databases often through a wireless con-
nection. This back-end connection must be secured, however, through careful
implementations of a strong security protocol. Otherwise an attacker would be
able through this wireless connection to gain easy access to the network and
the back-end database and would be able to potentially generate severe dam-
age. Securing the wireless connection between readers and the back-end system
however, is much less challenging than securing the RFID reader RFID tag con-
nection. This is because this connection does not involve the RFID tags, the
weakest link in this network. RFID readers because of their increased capabil-
ities (access to power, sufficient chip and memory size) are able to carry out
complex computations such as required by cryptographic algorithms.

3. Back-end databases. The information that is provided by a tag usually
represents a simple index in a back-end database. As a result it suffices to
store only very few bits on the tag itself (in many cases as little as 96 bits.
Communication between readers and back-end databases is usually secured with
strong encryption using SSL or other suitable protocols.

2.2 Active and Passive RFID Tag Systems

1. Transceiver/Transponder Communication. A passive RFID tag receives
its operating power by extracting energy from the electromagnetic field of the

reader communication signal. One distinguishes near field (d <
1

2πf
) and far

field (d >
1

2πf
) transmissions [3]. This means that the signal transmitted by

the reader to tags is used simultaneously for both information and energy. Be-
cause readers normally operate in Industrial-Scientific-Medical (ISM) bands the
bandwidth and power used are restricted.
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Active Tags on the other hand provide information on demand or volunteer
it periodically. The included batteries allow for increased reading ranges and
a lower failure rate than passive tags. They often provide 1 million bits of
dynamically searchable data storage. On the other hand, however, they are
more vulnerable to interference than passive tags.

2. Information Coding. To transmit data efficiently, both coding and modula-
tion are used. Coding and modulation are defined based on the given limitations
in the backwards and forward channel. Readers are able to transmit with greater
power but their signals are subject to bandwidth limitations. Passive tags on the
other hand have no such limitations but naturally can transmit with only very
limited power. For the forward channel mostly Manchester (transition code)
or NRZ (Non-Return-to-Zero - level code) are used. On the backward (return)
channel, PPM (Pulse Pause Modulation) or PWM (Pulse Weight Modulation)
are used.

3. Modulation. Modulation determines how the bit-stream is transmitted be-
tween readers and tags and tags and readers. There are three possibilities: ASK
(Amplitude Shift Keying), FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) and PSK (Phase Shift
Keying). The modulation type selected usually depends on the required power
consumption, reliability and bandwidth.

4. Tag Anti-Collision. Tag anti-collision techniques enable a reader to commu-
nicate with several tags in range simultaneously.

As mentioned before in UHF tags, singulation uses a variant of a protocol known
as tree-walking. HF tags on the other hand generally use a variant of the classic
ALOHA protocol.

5. Reader Anti-collision. These protocols handle (in general more rare) situa-
tions where several readers attempt to communicate with the same tag at the
same time. A common solution to this problem is to allocate frequencies over
time to a set of readers using either a distributed or centralized approach.

6. Frequencies and Regulations. Most commonly RFID system use the ISM
bands [12]. These bands are freely available to be used by low-power, short
range systems. Each band has its own power and bandwidth regulations.

2.3 RFID Standards

There are several International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards that
apply to RFID systems. In general they are covered under contact-less integrated cir-
cuit cards (ISO 7810). Cards are further distinguished based on their communication
range.

• Close-coupled cards (ISO 10536). Such cards only operate at very close prox-
imity to the reader (< .4in).
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• Proximity cards (ISO 14443). Such cards are readable at a distance of about
4in from the reader. Usually they contain a microprocessor.

• Vicinity cards (ISO 15693). These cards communicate at distances of 3 feet
or greater. Unlike Proximity cards, however, they only contain simple state
machines and not microprocessors.

ISO 18000 furthermore defines the air interface, collision detection and communi-
cation protocol for item tags in several frequency bands.

There are two Near-Field Communication protocols:

• NFCIP-1. This protocol implements communication between tags and readers
at distances of 4in or less. It describes air interface, initialization, collision avoid-
ance, frame format, a block-oriented data-exchange protocol and error handling.
Moreover both the active and passive communication mode are defined.

• NFCIP-2. Defines the communication mode selection mechanism. Devices
that are NFCIP-2 compliant can enter in three different communication modes:
NFCIP-1, ISO 14443 or ISO 15693. All modes operate at 13.56 MHz and when
in use do not disturb other radio frequency fields at the same frequency.

2.4 Electronic Product Code (EPC)

The Electronic Product Code (EPC) was developed at the Auto-ID Center at MIT.
Currently it is administered by EPCglobal, a joint venture between European Ar-
ticle Numbering (EAN) International and the Uniform Code Council (UCC). EPC
networks are composed of five layers:

• The EPC code is a 96 bit number consisting of four fields that identify the EPC
version number, the domain, the object class and an individual instance of an
object.

• Product Identification is implemented using RFID tags and readers. There are
three kinds of tags, Class 0, Class 1 or Class 2. They communicate in the HF
or UHF band.

• Middleware that is designed to reduce processing load and network traffic on
the back-end systems.

• The back-end systems on which EPCglobal is implemented.

• The Object Naming Service (ONS) whose task it is - similar to the Domain
Name Service (DNS) on the Internet - to assign unique ”names” (EPC codes)
to products.
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RFID tags used in the supply chain that encoded with an EPC Code are called
EPC tags. EPCglobal (the organization driving standards for EPC) assigns each
company a unique manager number and ensures that all tag ids are unique. Each
company is then responsible for assigning the other fields required by the encoding
format being used.

RFID readers typically return the raw hexadecimal or binary representation of
an EPC, values which must then be decoded using bit-level programming to derive a
useful representation of the information that a tag holds.

A given binary EPC code will first need to be converted to the Universal Resource
Identifier (URI) representation. Let us assume that for example the URI code of a
tag is urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0037000.06542.773346595.

In the tag example used here, the URI representation
urn:epc:tag:sgtin-96:3.0037000.06542.773346595 indicates that the tag is an
SGTIN-96 tag that has a Filter value of 3 (meaning that it is tracking a shipping
unit), a Company Prefix of 0037000 (Proctor & Gamble), an Item Reference of 06542
(Bounty Paper Towels 15 Pack) and a Serial Number of 773346595, uniquely differ-
entiating the given tagged item from others of the same type.

A number of other standards, such as ISO 15693, specify how data should be
stored on a tag, but provide flexibility as to what that data can represent. In these
cases, the custom data field of a tag can contain any data the company wishes to
store on the tag in whatever format the company wants.

Other ISO standards exist for tags used in specific industries; these govern what
data should be stored on a tag. For example, the ISO 11784 standard specifies that
the data on a 64-bit RFID tag used for electronic animal identification must store
three fields: a control field of 16 bits indicating animal or non-animal application,
a country code field of 10 bits, and a national identification code of 38 bits. This
standard also reserves a number of bits for future use.

In both cases EPC or ISO tags, decoding tag data requires careful, bit-level pro-
gramming to convert the binary or hexadecimal tag data into business information.
In an RFID system that tracks both ISO tags and EPC tags of varying encoding for-
mats, tag decoding tasks can involve significant research and low-level programming
resources. This can lead to error prone new code that developers must develop for
a new RFID system. To minimize these errors it is useful to include this conversion
in an RFID middleware platform that performs the decoding automatically, handing
decoded data to applications and business logic through simple interfaces.

New difficulties arise in the previous example if suddenly the encoding standards
are changed or if new practices become popular that allow companies to write custom
data directly on a tag.

2.5 Custom RFID Tag Data Solutions

A company might want to store data such as an expiration date, original manufac-
turer, last maintenance check, or other relevant data about an asset directly on its
RFID tag so that this valuable information is always available. In addition, many
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systems are looking to encrypt this custom data, or employ other techniques such as
bit-shifting to protect the custom data.

In closed-loop RFID systems custom data is often the main motivation to maintain
the system. In such systems, companies can use whatever tag type and whatever data
format they want. Because the same system both creates and consumes the tag data,
compatibility with other companies or systems is not necessary.

The ability to support custom data is also a requirement for open systems with
standardization, for example when new standards are developed for specific applica-
tions or industries. These standards often leverage existing ISO tag specifications,
but take advantage of the ability to write custom data to part of the tag. This will
allow an industry to standardize what and how to write to this custom data field.

EPC generation 2 (Gen 2) and ISO specifications both support writing custom
data to RFID tags. Because, by definition, custom data is not standardized, any
encoding or decoding software must be flexible, and not simply provide support for
the encoding and decoding of the existing standard tag formats. This results in the
need for a flexible architecture for encoding and decoding RFID tags. The architecture
needs to be able to handle the demands of organizations and industries looking to
take full advantage of the data storage flexibility provided by RFID hardware and
tags.

The RFID Anywhere platform from Sybase iAnywhere [33], for example, includes
a flexible encoding/decoding system built around Data Protocol Processors (DPPs),
which automatically encode and decode the most common standard tag formats, and
provide an extensible interface to support custom data, giving organizations flexibility
in tag and protocol selection. The system can also incorporate any custom tag data
format required by an application, including encrypted tag data.

Using a flexible encoding and decoding architecture, a user has the ability to
design the custom data portion of the ISO 18000-6B tag to hold whatever data they
want, as long as encoding and decoding (created in DPP) match up.

3 RFID Security

We will now discuss some of the main possible security problems associated with
RFID Systems.

3.1 RFID Risks and Threats

1. Privacy Attacks. One of the most fundamental problems associated with RFID
tags that still needs to be addressed is privacy, that is items that are tagged
indiscriminately reveal sensitive information when queried by a reader. This
may also lead to tracking, a violation of location privacy. Since most tags
when queried always provide the same identifier it is possible to establish an
association between a tag and its owner. Even in cases where tags do not reveal
any valuable information that could be used to identify them it might still be
possible using an assembly of tags to perform this kind of tracking.
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2. Physical attacks. In this case tags are manipulated physically, e.g. radiation
imprinting, circuit disruption, clock glitching. Tags usually are not resilient
against such attacks.

3. Counterfeiting. In this case tags are directly manipulated to modify the identity
of an item.

4. Spoofing. In a spoofing attack an attacker successfully impersonates a legitimate
tag. The attacker can, for example, record the signal transmissions between tag
and reader (if the attacker is close enough to both tag and reader) and replay
them when desired to impersonate the recorded tag.

5. Eavesdropping. In this case attackers are able to intercept and read RFID
communications.

6. Skimming Attacks. Most RFID devices today broadcast a static identifier with-
out any explicit authentication procedure. As a result an attacker in a so called
skimming attack can simply scan identifying data. Such skimmed data can
then be used to produce cloned tags, exposing several lines of attack. In the
case of shipping containers for example, an attacker could feasibly break into
a container and then replace the now silent tag with a cloned tag that simply
rebroadcasts the id skimmed from the original tag. Such a container would then
most likely escape inspection. Another possibility would be that in a swapping
attack the attacker simply swaps the original container and its RFID tag with
an alternate container and its cloned tag.

7. Denial of Service, e.g. signal jamming of RF channels. Clones can also create
denial-of-service issues. If several, valid-looking clones appear simultaneously
at a port, should they be honored as legitimate? Or must they all be inspected
and rejected as fraud? In this way cloned tags could be intentionally designed
to corrupt supply chain databases.

Recently researchers were able to demonstrate practical cloning attacks against
real world RFID devices. Mandel et al. [21] showed how to read access control
proximity card data from a range of several feet and produce low cost clones.
This was possible even though the cards they tested themselves had a legitimate
read range of only several inches. Researchers from Johns Hopkins University
and RSA Laboratories [4] recently studied and performed attacks against cryp-
tographically enabled RFID tags as they are used in payment and automobile
immobilization systems. In their attack they were able to extract secret keys
using reverse engineering and to simulate target transponders. They showed an
existing risk of auto theft from the compromise of RFID systems.

8. Traffic analysis. In this case an attacker attempts to extract information from
a pattern of communication. Such an attack is possible even if the messages
transmitted are encrypted.
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3.2 Possible Solutions

Securing RFID tags is challenging because of their limited resources and small physical
form. Limited power, storage and circuitry make it difficult to implement traditional
authentication protocols.

We will now briefly describe some proposed techniques to secure RFID tags.

1. The Kill command. Proposed by the Auto-ID Center [1] and EPCglobal. Tags
have unique passwords that are programmed at the time of manufacture. Once
a tag receives the correct password it deactivates forever.

2. Tag shielding and isolation. To protect the privacy of tags they are isolated
from all electromagnetic waves. Shielding can occur in what is called a Faraday
cage. Several companies sell this solution [22]. This potentially prevents tag
cloning and skimming attacks.

3. Active Jamming. In this case to isolate a tag from electromagnetic waves the
radio channel on which communication is supposed to occur is disturbed. A
device simply broadcasts radio signals on the same frequency that reader and
tag would use and as a result prevents the normal operation of the attackers
reader.

4. If a reader sends a query to a tag and more than one tag responds a collision
is detected. To nevertheless enable communication with individual tags a so
called singulation protocol is used. There are two main such protocols, the
ALOHA protocol on the 13.56 MHz frequency and the tree walking protocol
for the 915MHz frequency. Based on the tree walking protocol where a reader
queries potential tag ids, Juels et al. [17] introduced a passive jamming approach
called a Blocker Tag. In a paper with Rivest and Szydlo [17] Juels describes
a Blocker RFID tag that acts as a ”spamming” device, disabling any reader
that attempts to scan tags without the right authorization. How does a blocker
prevent undesired scanning? It exploits the singulation or anti-collision protocol
that readers use to communicate with tags. To ensure that tag broadcasts do not
interfere with each other, the reader first finds out which tags are present and
then addresses these tags individually. A blocker tag exploits the tree-walking
algorithm that readers use. In it a reader treats the l-bit tags as the leaves of a
binary tree of depth l labeled as follows. The root has the label null. For a node
with label s, the left child (the root of that nodes left subtree) has label s||′0′,
the right child (the root of that nodes right subtree) label s||′1′. The reader now
effectively performs a depth first search on this binary tree to identify individual
tags. Starting with the root of the tree the reader interrogates all tags. Each tag
responds with the first bit of its identifier. If the reader only receives ′0′ bits in
response, it knows that all identifiers lie in the left half of the tree and recurses
subsequently only there. In case only a ′1′ bit is received it recurses on the right
half. If, however, it receives ′0′ and ′1′ bits in response it knows that it must
recurse on both halves of the tree. The reader continues recursing on subtrees
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in this manner restricting itself to tags in the current subtree. Eventually the
reader will reach the leaves, the l-bit identifier of the tags that respond.

An attacker can exploit this protocol by simply listening to the broadcasts of
the reader and the tags and in this manner find out the identifiers of all tags
in range. A blocking tag can prevent scanning of all tags in range simply by
always answering with both ′0′ and ′1′ to each query by the reader. As a result
the reader will have to believe that all ids that are at leaves of the given tree
are present. For a tree with depth l this would involve communicating with 2l

tags eventually causing the reader to stall or crash.

5. Silent Tree Walking. Another technique suggested by Weis, Sarma, Rivest and
Engels to prevent this type of attack is called silent tree walking [38]. It is
effective against long range adversaries since it assumes that they are able to
listen to the transmissions of the reader but not to the responses of the tags.
Hence the reader and tag effectively share a secret namely the value of the next
bit (sent by the tag). This shared secret can then be used to protect the unique
portion of the id. Assume we have two tags with ID values i1i2 and i1ī2. The
reader will receive i1 from both tags without a collision and then will detect a
collision on the next bit, that is one tag will return ′0′, the other ′1′. Since i1
is secret from a lone range eavesdropper, the reader can send either i1 ⊕ i2 or
i1⊕ ī2 to singulate the wanted tag without revealing either bit (here ⊕ denotes
exclusive-or).

6. Traditional Cryptography.

(a) Kinoshita [20] et al. proposed an anonymous-ID scheme specifically de-
signed for active tags. An active tag transmits its id without the owner or
carrier of the tag being aware of this transmission. Moreover anyone with
a suitable reader can receive this transmission. This leads to a violation
of both content and location privacy. Instead of storing the ”real ID” of a
tag, an anonymous ID E(ID) is stored, where E is a symmetric or asym-
metric cryptographic function or a random value linked to the tag ID. As
long as the anonymous ID stored on the tag is renewed as often as possible,
an adversary will not be able to know the real ID of the tag. In tests the
authors realized, however, that if the id is changed ”often” the battery life
of the tag is potentially greatly reduced. They therefore suggest to change
the id at most once per hour.

(b) Feldhofer et al. [6] suggested an authentication mechanism based on a
simple two-way challenge response algorithm. This algorithm, however,
requires AES to be installed on the tag. AES is a very powerful but also
expensive (in terms of computing power required) cryptographic algorithm.
Recently some AES implementations for small devices such as RFID were
presented [19].

(c) Public Key Encryption. These solutions use the cryptographic principle
of re-encryption [16]. Golle, Jacobsson, Juels and Syverson [9] propose the
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concept of universal re-encryption. Given a ciphertext C with a decryption
key K of an unknown user A, it is possible to re-encrypt C to obtain a
new ciphertext C ′ so that C ′ decrypts to the same plaintext as C with
key K. The public key that was used to generate C is not required for
the re-encryption, ensuring the privacy of A. In the case of RFID’s, “pub-
lic” readers could simply re-encrypt a ciphertext for tags in their vicinity,
freeing tags from the power consuming encryption task and preserving its
privacy at the same time. The scheme fails, however, if a malicious agent
re-encrypts C after adding malicious messages to it.

7. Hash functions.

(a) Hash Lock Scheme. Weis et al. [38] propose an elegant security scheme
that is based on one-way hash functions. Every tag stores in its memory
a temporary metaID and is either locked or unlocked. The metaID stored
is the hash value of a given key k that was hashed by the reader. If a tag
is locked it simply responds with the stored metaID and provides no other
functions. To unlock a tag a reader queries the back-end database with
the metaID, receives the appropriate key k and sends k to the tag. The
tag rehashes k and compares it with metaID. If the two match, the tag is
unlocked.

(b) Randomized Hash Lock Scheme. The Hash Lock Scheme- since the metaID
is fixed - allows the tracking of tags. Weis hence proposed an extension [38]
that in addition changes the metaID repeatedly in an unpredictable way.
This requires the tag to have a hash function and a pseudo random gener-
ator.

(c) Hash-Chain Scheme. Ohkubo [26] proposed a hash chain scheme where
two distinct hash functions are embedded in a tag. Their goal is it to
develop an RFID scheme that guarantees complete user privacy, does not
require external rewrites of tag information, minimizes tag cost, reduces
power needs of tags and provides forward security.

8. Pseudo Random Function Based Authentication Schemes. This scheme was
proposed by Molnar and Wagner [24]. It allows tags and readers to mutually
authenticate each other while at the same time guaranteeing privacy for the
tag. It requires a secret s that is shared between tag and reader and a Pseudo
Random Function, that is a function whose output is ”almost” indistinguishable
from truly random output.

9. Tree-based Private Authentication. Another scheme proposed by Molnar and
Wagner [24]. It eliminates one of the main drawbacks of hash function based
authentication, namely that the load on the server is proportional to the number
of tags in use. The new scheme reduces the load to O(log n) (where n is the
number of tags) on the server but requires the use of a Trust Center (TC). To
reduce the load on the TC an offline delegation was suggested [23]. Avoine and
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Oechslin [2] on the other hand proposed a time-space trade-off to deal with this
problem.

10. Defense against Spoofing for Active Tags [40]. Yamada et al. proposed that
readers encrypt (with a shared secret) the system time, allowing tags to recog-
nize spoofing attacks.

11. Human Protocols. Weis [18] proposed to adapt human computer authentication
protocols as described by Hoppner and Blum to low-cost RFID. Recently Juels
and Weis [18] extended this idea by proposing a lightweight symmetric-key
authentication protocol called HB+. The security of both HB and HB+ is
based on the Learning Parity with Noise Problem whose hardness over random
instances is still open. Juels and Weis [18] analyzes a particular human-to-
computer authentication protocol designed by Hopper and Blum (HB), and
show it to be practical for low-cost pervasive devices. They offer an improved,
concrete proof of security for the HB protocol against passive adversaries and
provide a new protocol HB+ that is secure against active adversaries.

12. Additional Protocols using non-cryptographic Primitives. Vajda and Buttyán [36]
propose a set of extremely lightweight challenge-response authentication proto-
cols. The protocols are suitable for authenticating tags but a powerful ad-
versary can break them. Other researchers have attempted to enforce privacy
or authentication in RFID systems without the use of standard cryptographic
primitives. For lack of space we will list only a few important examples that
illustrate this work. Floerkemeier and Lampe [8] present various sources of error
in passive RFID systems, which can make the reliable operation of RFID aug-
mented applications a challenge. Juels [13] from RSA laboratories proposes to
use pseudonyms to help enforce privacy in RFID tags. A tag may carry multi-
ple, random-looking names. Each time it is queried, the tag releases a different
name. As a result only a valid verifier can tell when two different names belong
to the same tag. However, an adversary could query a tag multiple times to
extract all names so as to defeat the scheme. Juels suggests some techniques
to prevent this. First, tags release their names only at a certain (suitably slow)
prescribed rate. Second, pseudonyms can be refreshed by authorized readers.
Juels [14] also designed a scheme by which a pair of tags can construct a proof
in order to demonstrate that they have been scanned simultaneously. His proof
is designed to be unforgeable even when tags are scanned by malicious read-
ing devices. In a paper together with Pappu [16], Juels discusses the risks of
embedding RFID tags in banknotes and proposes some techniques to minimize
such risks.

To briefly summarize : The main threats faced by RFID technology are privacy
violations and item tracking (violation of location privacy). Most solutions rely on
the implementation of cryptographic hash functions in the tag. It is conceivable that
this will be possible within a few years but at the present time such schemes are not
yet feasible. Lightweight hashing schemes on the other hand have not yet been tested
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enough to justify confidence in their security. We will revisit some of these issues
later in the Conclusion and Recommendation Section.

4 RFID Security Studies

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) recently (May 2007)
issued a report, Guidelines for RFID Security [25] that contains a list of recommended
practices for RFID security and two case studies. To ensure the security and privacy
of RFID systems the report recommends:

• Firewalls that separate RFID databases from an organization’s other databases
and Information technology Systems.

• Encryption of radio signals when feasible.

• Shielding of RFID tags or tag reading areas with metal screens or films to
prevent unauthorized access.

• Security measures for audit and recycling procedures and tag disposal.

One of the two case studies specifically addresses the supply chain management of
hazardous materials using RFID systems. The Radionuclide Transportation Agency
(RTA) supervises the movement of radioactive research materials between relevant
locations. The agency wants to know who is in possession of what quantity of ma-
terials at any given time. Moreover it would like to be able to locate materials at a
site quickly without having to search the complete site. Simple bar codes do not have
these capabilities. In addition RTA would like to measure environmental conditions
and record readings on the tag. Finally the handling of such materials is a homeland
and national security issue, they should only be in contact with authorized personnel.

This case study provides a good example for the need of RFID security in the
supply chain. The study identified the following risks:

• Based on an RFID tag read, an adversary could identify and target a vehicle
containing RTA-regulated material.

• An adversary could eavesdrop on tag transactions to learn the characteristics
of material to determine its value.

• An adversary could damage or disable a tag, and as a result be able to steal
material without detection.

• An adversary could alter data stored on the tag to undermine the business
process for which the material is used.

• radiation from readers could accidentally cause combustion of collocated volatile
materials when several readers are operating concurrently close to each other.
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To reflect these risks the agency required that tagged items only be identifiable
during embarkation, debarkation and storage and not during transport. Moreover
active tags had to be used and tag-reader communication had to be authenticated
whenever technically feasible. All personnel involved in the handling of the tagged
materials was required to be provided with RFID security and privacy awareness
training.

The design team determined that the risk of eavesdropping and rogue RFID trans-
actions could be within acceptable levels if adversaries were located at least 100 meters
from the storage area. Facilities that are not able to provide this perimeter would use
bar code technology. To prevent readings during transport, the design team specified
mechanisms for shielding containers and vehicles. Two approaches were available:
either the vehicles themselves were shielded or a tarp-like shielding could be placed
around the containers themselves. The team realized that even though some users
might benefit from being able to read a tag from outside a vehicle, the risk this
introduced outweighed the benefits.

The tags themselves were password protected using a proprietary technology. Be-
cause the materials with the tags moved through the supply chain a central password
database was established. This database could remotely be accessed by the RFID
middleware of each stake holder. The database was also placed into a Virtual Private
Network that was isolated from public networks.

To address the risk of spontaneous combustion it was decided to use HF and not
UHF or microwave technology.

5 Active Tags at the Ports - ESeals

The main focus of this project was the study of the security of RFID chips in shipping
containers. One main application of RFID technology in the context of shipping
containers is their use as “eSeal”. Such - usually active - tags are used to provide
efficient, instant notification of container security breaches. Traditional container
seals only provide evidence of unauthorized entry when they are physically inspected.
RFID container seals, however, provide automatic notification of tampering by going
”silent.” To be truly effective, this approach requires systems that can constantly
log and monitor all container seals in a given geographical area so that any that
suddenly stop responding can be flagged for action. Smart tags can also be equipped
with sensors to monitor environmental conditions within the container. It is not
possible to counterfeit tags, so there is no possibility that one tag will be removed and
another used to replace it. Eavesdropping on RFID readers, however, is a major threat
for such systems. RFID readers can broadcast RFID tag data over long distances,
often up to hundreds of meters away. It is difficult to shield the radio emissions
of readers effectively without disrupting their functionality. Thus, an eavesdropper
with an antenna and some basic receiving equipment can gather the same RFID tag
information that is compiled by the reader at the port. An eavesdropper may also be
able to physically tamper with a container seal and hide this intrusion by creating a
signal that impersonates that of the original RFID tag.
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The new ISO 18185 for electronic seals standardizes under 18185-4 the data pro-
tection requirements of such eSeals [11]. More precisely, the standard addresses data
protection, device authentication and conformance. Originally the publication of this
standard had been delayed because of concerns about RFID security. As it appears
now however, ISO was finally able to ratify the standard by simply ignoring these
concerns and postponing any meaningful approaches to a later date. With respect
to data protection the standard states “under the terms of this first generation part
of ISO 18185, the current communication with the electronic seal is performed in
clear text and does not include any confidential information. Consequently there
are no requirements regarding confidential information at this tim” [11]. In terms of
eSeal authentication, only physical identification is required at this time. “The seal
manufacturer shall be able to identify and authenticate the seal as a valid seal based
on proprietary information, its unique manufacturing characteristics, and the fixed
data” (firmware) [11]. No electronic authentication is required at this time. Finally
with respect to conformance “electronic seals claiming compliance with this part of
ISO 18185 shall have the high security mechanical seal physical properties defined in
ISO/PAS 17712. They shall further comply with the electronic seal manufacturers’
security related practices identified in Annex A” [11].

This annex specifies the security responsibilities of the seal manufacturers. It
mainly states that manufacturers have total responsibility for the e-Seal design and
manufacturing process and are responsible to maintain data on production, sales and
ID numbers of e-Seals, readers and related equipment. In all other phases of the e-
Seal life cycle the main responsibility falls on the users and manufacturers are simply
asked to help educate such users.

Other major obstacles for the widespread use of such eSeals are of a more practical
nature. ESeals will have to work in harsh environments under often severe conditions.
Moreover the tags themselves will be placed within a metal container causing inter-
ference and possibly impeding the radio signal emitted. It appears that at the current
state of affairs active tags present the best hope of overcoming these obstacles. Ac-
tive tags contain batteries, have more processing power and hence appear the be most
promising.

5.1 SaviTM Tags

The RFID tags produced by Savi Technology [30] have become a market leader in
this area. Early adopters of the Savi system include the US military. Founded in
1989, Savi is a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin.

Savi’s active tags are based on their patented EchoPointTM technology. EchoPoint
uses a multi-frequency design and a three-element system architecture to achieve rel-
atively reliable long-range communication and short-range locating capability. In
addition to the customary tag plus reader architecture, EchoPoint adds a third ele-
ment, the signpost. Signposts communicate with tags over a short-range inductive
(123 Khz) link and the tags communicate with readers over a long range 433 MHz
UHF frequency. Signposts themselves can be either fixed, mobile or handheld and
notify tags of their location whenever they are in range of such a ”post”. Tags then
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notify readers of their location (together with a unique identification code). As a re-
sult, even though readers communicate with tags over relatively large distances (100
yards) they are able to obtain precise location information.

In 2006 Savi introduced Savi Tag ST-656 specifically designed to withstand severe
conditions. This tag comes in a U-shaped form and clamps tightly onto the left con-
tainer door. As a result the RFID electronics are protected within the container while
a low-profile plate outside the container holds an antenna that is used for communi-
cations. This plate also contains a beeper for audio alerts of the tag’s location and
status. This combination of low-external profile and the protected RFID components
is supposed to reduce the risk of damage under harsh operating conditions. The tag
includes an onboard processor, memory and radio transmit and receive capability. It
is possible to write to the tag while it is in transit and to capture data about the
shipment from mobile readers.

These tags alone, however, come with a significant price tag of at least $100
for each tag, not including readers, signposts and operating software. These cost
factors, together with a lack of interoperability, standards and a perceived lack of
security led many companies to question any potential return on investment into
this new technology. As a result only agents such as the US military that have a
large amount of control over their supply chains - that can enforce interoperability
by simply changing all their systems were early adopters.

Hence to convince other international shippers of the usefulness and the benefits
of this technology several large scale demonstrations were recently executed. For
example, Savi and Oracle teamed up in early 2007 to provide a critical information
link to track in real time the location of containers shipped from Hong Kong to
Japan. The project was initiated by GS1 EPCglobal, the nonprofit organization
driving adoption of the EPC to improve supply chain performance. In this project for
the first time, real-time information generated by active (battery powered) RFID tags
on sea containers was exchanged with EPC Information Services (EPCIS), a draft GS1
EPCglobal standard enabling trading partners to communicate in a common language
about objects moving through the supply chain. The communication interface was
enabled through the integration of the Oracle Sensor Edge Server, Savi Site Manager
operating software and active RFID tag and data collection systems. This pilot
addressed specific business needs of the partners such as matching tagged products
with purchase orders.

EPCglobal concluded that through the use of the EPC Information Services (EP-
CIS) standard, visibility at critical junctions throughout the global supply chain was
achieved. The company furthermore said that it anticipates that EPCglobal stan-
dards users will gain advanced cargo visibility, enabling them to control lead time,
inventory and cash flow.

A second phase, is currently in planning. In this phase information will be ex-
changed between potential end-users such as customs administrations for automatic
customs clearance. The trade lane of Shanghai to Long Beach was suggested to be
used in this phase.

A similar project linking the port of Shanghai China and the Savannah port in
Georgia is currently under preparation.
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Earlier this year it was also announced that Savi’s SaviTrak real-time information
service would be extended to include the Port of Busan in South Korea.

5.2 ISO 18185 for ESeals

The new ISO 18185 standard for eSeals (April 2007) is based on Savi’s active RFID
technology. All eSeals based on ISO 18185 require the use of Savi in electrode prop-
erty. The standard addresses technical and application standards for “non-reusable
freight container seals” (eSeals) that “electronically evidence tampering or intrusion
through container doors” [11].

ISO 18185 has five (5) components that are officially described as follows [11]:

• ISO 18185-1:2007 provides a system for the identification and presentation of
information about freight container electronic seals. The identification system
provides an unambiguous and unique identification of the container seal, its sta-
tus and related information. The presentation of this information is provided
through a radio-communications interface providing seal identification and a
method for determining whether a freight containers seal has been opened. ISO
18185-1:2007 specifies a read-only, non-reusable freight container seal identi-
fication system, with an associated system for verifying the accuracy of use,
having: a seal status identification system, a battery status indicator, a unique
seal identifier including the identification of the manufacturer, seal (tag) type.
ISO 18185-1:2007 is used in conjunction with the other parts of ISO 18185. It
applies to all electronic seals used on freight containers covered by ISO 668, ISO
1496-1 to ISO 1496-5, and ISO 8323. Wherever appropriate and practicable, it
also applies to freight containers other than those covered by these International
Standards.

• ISO 18185-2:2007 specifies a freight container seal identification system, with an
associated system for verifying the accuracy of use, having: a seal status iden-
tification system; a battery status indicator; a unique seal identifier including
the identification of the manufacturer; a seal (tag) type.

• ISO 18185-3:2006 specifies the minimum environmental characteristics for elec-
tronic seals. It describes the environmental requirements for the ISO 18185
series, for ISO 10374 (Freight containers - RF automatic identification) and for
ISO 17363 (Supply chain applications of RFID - Freight containers), since it is
expected that the implementation of these International Standards will face the
same environmental conditions. However, each of these International Standards
has its own unique requirements other than environmental conditions.

• ISO 18185-4:2007 specifies requirements for the data protection, device authen-
tication and conformance capabilities of electronic seals for communication to
and from a seal and its associated reader. These capabilities include the ac-
cessibility, confidentiality, data integrity, authentication and non-repudiation of
stored data.
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• ISO 18185-5:2007 specifies the air interface between electronic container seals
and Reader/Interrogators of those seals. It is to be used in conjunction with
the other parts of ISO 18185.

ISO 18185-5:2007 describes the physical layer for supply chain applications of
RFID for freight containers in accordance with the ISO 18185 series and ISO
17363, since it is expected that the implementation of these standards will face
the same international conditions. However, each of these standards has its own
unique requirements other than the physical layer. It is expected that RFID
Freight Container Identification (as specified in ISO 10374 and ISO 17363),
and electronic seals (as specified in the ISO 18185 series) will be able to use
the same infrastructure, while recognizing that that there may be requirements
for different frequencies for passive devices as opposed to the active devices
identified in ISO 18185-5:2007.

Since Savi Intellectual Property (IP) is incorporated into ISO 18185, Savi released
RFID Patent licensing for e-Seals in May 2007. After obtaining a license companies
gain access to Savi’s intellectual property that is incorporated into the ISO standard
18185. In particular users need to obtain a license for the use of Savi’s IP that
implements the tag-to-reader communication requirement in ISO 18185.

In June 2007 Savi Networks and Emprevi LTD. officially launched the first Ra-
dio Frequency Identification (RFID)-based information network operating in South
America. The new network automatically tracks the location and security status of
cargo shipments from in-country factories to sea ports.

The network of readers capture data transmitted over radio waves from RFID-
based eSeals affixed to containers, and route the information to the transportation
security software. In addition to ongoing location and security status information,
the software also provides automated alerts on security breaches and other exceptions
that users can receive via their emails, cell phones, or PDAs. The network is built on
an open technology platform that is compatible with ISO standard 18000-7 for active
RFID devices and ISO standard 18185 for electronic container security devices, both
operating at the 433.92 MHz radio frequency.

5.3 ESeals at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

There is currently no widespread use of eSeals at the ports of L.A. and L.B.. Based
on experiments in other supply chain applications and the ratification of ISO 18185
one can expect that this will change in the near future. This implies a need to find
ways to make the current systems (based on ISO 18185) work. We will address this
in the recommendation section.

6 Other RFID Systems at the Ports

In March 2006 Pierpass Inc. developed a program at the ports of L.A. and L.B. to
improve the check in process for trucks and drivers entering the port terminals. Pier-
pass distributed 10, 000 RFID tags to trucking companies through eModal, a database
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company that tracks trucking companies and drivers. The tags were supposed to be
installed at each truck to enable fast and secure check-in at the port terminals. Tags
are attached to the driver side mirror of a truck. Encoded on the tag is an ID number
associated with the truck carrier, the truck’s identification number and a list of drivers
authorized to use the truck. A reader on each lane at the entrance of the terminal
informs the terminal that a truck is approaching and at what lane it is expected. The
company for which the truck is registered together with a list of authorized drivers
is then automatically retrieved, allowing gate personnel to simply check whether the
truck driver appears on the given list.

In late February 2007 the port of Oakland launched a similar RFID system for
trucks entering any of the ports nine terminals [28]. The port, which is the forth
largest in the US, purchased 1700 active 2.4 GHz RFID tags for trucks entering the
port. Currently, however, only one of the nine terminals has the required RFID read-
ers. It is hoped that the remaining terminals will also install the required technology.
Participation of truck drivers is also voluntary. Initially 300 trucks were equipped
with the tags. The Port of Oakland owns and operates the port but terminal opera-
tors are responsible for each terminal. As an incentive the Port bought the first 1700
RFID tags.

7 Experiments

Since a Savi Tag based developers kit comes at a price of $50,000 we were not able
to conduct our experiments using such a kit. Instead we purchased a less expensive
SkyeTek MODULE 9-RFID Developer Kit [31]. We believed that such a kit would
already allow us to experience most of the issues that plague other more expensive
RFID Systems.

“SkyeTek develops reader technology that allows customers to embed Radio Fre-
quency Identification (RFID) as a feature into their products, applications and so-
lutions enabling increased security, safety, productivity and competitive differentia-
tion” [31]. The Module 9 Developers Kit operates on the UHF 862-955MHz has a
claimed effective (reading) rate of up to 2.5 meters. Its possible applications lie in
anti-counterfeiting applications (e.g. to authenticate pharmaceutical drugs), Inven-
tory Management (e.g. Bins, Carts, Containers etc.) and Patron Management (e.g.
Gaming, hospitality enterprises).

The developers kit included the following hardware: 1 M9-CF Module (Compact
Flash Type II Extended Form Factor), 1 Host Interface Board, 1 860-960 MHz Ex-
ternal Antenna, 1 9v power supply, 1 RS-232 Cable, 1 USB cable, 1 Tag sample kit
(EPC Class 1 Gen 1, EPC Class 1 Gen 2, ISO 18000-6B label tags and a variety
of labels and form factors. Software: Demo Software with libraries, SkyeWare 3.0
Demo Software, Protocol Command Builder, Command Line Interface and Windows
DLL. The developer kit is based on SkyeModule M9 for which a potential firmware
upgrade supposedly includes encryption capabilities (namely AES and TDEA), Digi-
tal Signature Support, a Key Derivation Function, a Pseudo Random Generator and
Secure Key Store. The Developers Kit that we tested did not include any of these
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security capabilities so we were unable to determine whether these claimed security
enhancements are really functional or simply exist on paper.

There are three interfaces available to communicate with the tags: SkyeDemo,
SkyeWare or SkyeCommand. Each one allows a user to read as well as to write to
the three kinds of tags available with the kit. There are three different types of tags
available with the kit. The tag collection was divided into those that implemented
anti-collision algorithms and those that didn’t. The anti-collision enabled tags allowed
a demonstration where tags could be successfully read individually even though all of
them were within range of the reader. The SkyWare allows experimentation with tags
by displaying different GUI menus for tag modification, like discovering tags within
a range, setting a password for the Gen2 tags, and locking tags permanently. Gen2
tags come with promises of better, faster, more simultaneous tag reads per second,
greater range. From a security standpoint it is important to note that:

EPC Gen 2 RFID tags were designed for supply chain applications (tagging cases
and pallets of consumer goods) and had the primary goals to be low cost, to be able
to be read from a long distance, and to be able to support dense tag environments
(where there are many tags within range of several readers). The EPC Gen 2 Class
1 specification has only minimal security, including only 2 basic security features:

• A static 32-bit ”password” that would accompany the ”kill” command. With
the ”kill” command, the tag will stop responding to any queries, i.e. terminate
all functions.

• An optional static 32-bit password for access-controlled memory in EPC tags.
An EPC reader would need to provide this ”password” to read and write to
certain memory locations.

This leaves EPC Gen 2 Class 1 tags open to a number of security vulnerabilities:

• EPC tags release their identifiers and product information to any compatible
reader, with no ability to authenticate the reader prior to releasing the data.

• The kill and access control passwords are static, using no strong cryptographic
mechanisms. Guessing or cracking the 32-bit passwords is not difficult for a
determined attacker.

• EPC tags are subject to cloning. They typically include no security features
built into the integrated circuit (such as extra metal layers or sensors) to prevent
physical probing and tampering. Since EPC tags release their identifiers and
product information to any compatible reader, the data that is read could be
easily written to a blank EPC tag, creating a duplicate tag.

• EPC tags offer only minimal resistance to eavesdropping and hotlisting. To
mask data transmissions, a tag can send a random, temporary 16-bit number
to the reader. The reader combines (using an exclusive-or function) this number
with sensitive data like passwords to deter casual eavesdroppers. However, this
random number generator does not offer cryptographic strength. Any attacker
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simply has to listen in to the random number transmission to be able to access
passwords or other data.

• There is no encryption of the data between the Tag and the Reader, apart
from a 16 bit pseudo random number handshake (where this number itself is
exchanged in plaintext) which tries to hide the transmission of Password or Kill
Codes. All other transmissions are in clear plaintext.

• Uses 32 bit passwords (in two 16 bit chunks). Does not lock out a reader after
many unsuccessful password tries. As a result brute force password attacks are
possible.

• Uses 32 bit kill code (in two 16 bit chunks). The standard suggests but does not
require the use of a unique kill code for each tag. Since each kill code requires a
lookup in a central database there is a possibility that for convenience (and to
speed up processing) many users will use identical kill codes for several of their
tags.

• Provide better collision avoidance than Gen1 tags in particular in the presence
of several readers.

• The tags do not authenticate the readers. Hence Man-in-the Middle attacks are
possible where an attacker impersonates a legitimate reader. The tag does not
know what reader it is communicating with.

Using Gen 2 protocols, tags are read in a much faster rate, such as 1600 tags
per minute in North America, and 600 tags per minute in Europe, where frequency
ranges follow more rigid standards. Gen 2 tags are also smaller in size (approx. 20
% smaller than Gen 1).

ISO 18000 6B tags provide consistent UHF range performance worldwide. Its
operating frequency ranges from 860 MHz to 930 MHz with 2024 bits of memory
available. These tags can be used on a variety of surfaces, including metal, plastic
and wood. The tags are rated for applications with temperatures ranging from -40
to 250 F.

We now list some of the results of our experiments which were conducted in a
room with average general interference. These results strongly confirm and reinforce
the previously mentioned security concerns.

The kit was set up as follows:

1. Install the Demo software on the laptop.

2. Connect the Common Blade Interface Board (CBiB) to the laptop via USB.

3. Connect UHF External antenna with CBiB.

4. There are three ways to test the kit:

(a) Skyedemo
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(b) SkyeCommand

(c) SkyeWare

5. After starting any of the above, the available ports and available readers are
detected.

6. After selecting the port and reader, the available tags in the read range of the
reader are detected.

7. By selecting any of the tag, the information related to that tag is displayed.
There are many options available to test the tag:

(a) A user can set an access password for the tag.

(b) A user can set an Kill password for the tag.

(c) A user can read the information from the tag.

(d) A user can write the information to the tag.

(e) A user can Lock the tag.

8. To write data on the tag a user types it in the text box and hits the ”write”
button. But first the user must choose a location to where he/she wants to
write the data by selecting the location from a displayed list of memory slots.

9. The same applies to the read operation.

10. If a user presses the ”kill” button then all data access is permanently blocked.

11. Choosing the loop mode causes the reader to continuously look for and detect
tags within it’s range.

We conducted the following experiments:

1. Initially we tested only one tag at a time. The tag was kept exactly above the
reader and the read button was hit. The reader then read the tag and displayed
the information read from the tag on the screen.

2. We then tried to move the tag away from the reader and tried to read the tag
again. The tag was read by the reader even after a small increase in distance
(1 foot).

3. Now we tried to put more than one tag in the reading range. This is where we
found some uncertainties. When more than one tag is located in the reading
range and when they are very close (almost touching the reader and directly
above) to the reader, the reader reads the tag perfectly. But if we move the
tags a few inches from the reader about 50 % of the time it does not read the
tag.
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4. We then selected any random tag and started performing some experiments
with that tag. Initially we read and wrote some information to the tag. As long
as the tag was within the specified range no problems were encountered.

5. Then we tried to set the password on the tag. The manufacturer claims that
once we set a password on a tag, we have to use password authentication before
being able to read from or write to the tag. After conducting some experiments,
we found that we were still able to access the tag’s memory without sending the
password to the system. Hence setting the password seemed to be ineffective.
Moreover using the provided software we were still able to see the memory
location where there password was stored, making any manipulation easy. It was
possible to overwrite the password by simply writing to that memory location.

6. We also tried to lock the tag. Once we had locked the tag we were only able
to read the information from the tag but were not able to write information on
the tag. There was no option to unlock the tag once we had locked it.

We now summarize our findings:

• The module and attached reader can read more than one tags at a time.

• Class 1 Gen 2 tags are optionally password protected. The Skyetek module
allows us to set the password to protect the data. In spite of setting the password
any one can read the tag and can manipulate the tags as well as the password.
The role of the password is unclear. It appeared to have no effect on the write
capability to the tag. We attempted to contact the manufacturer about this
but did not receive any satisfactory clarification.

• These passwords are stored in” Reserved bank” at 2nd and 3rd memory location.

• The passwords are not case sensitive.

• Locking of tags: Once the tag is locked, there is no way we can unlock the tags.
We can only read the data in EPC memory section. Once the tag is locked the
data becomes ”write protected” in EPC and Reserved Memory.

• Kill Password: This password is stored at 0th and 1st location. Once the tag
is killed, we cannot carry out any operations on the tag. There is no way to
activate the tag once killed.

• The module is not consistent in reading the tags. Some time it identifies the
tags other time it doesn’t.

While most of the claimed performance characteristics were satisfied, our tests
confirmed many of the uncertainties and risks that are associated with passive RFID
tags. In particular we were surprised how easy it was to access the password in a tags
memory. It almost appeared as if the password solely served to create the superficial
impression of tag security and it itself was not secured at all. Overall the tests showed
that tag security is very limited and that many of the before mentioned concerns must
be addressed before RFID tags can be used in security applications.
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8 Conclusion and Recommendation

So far RFID Systems are only used in a very limited fashion at the ports. Pierpass is
in the process of encouraging all owners of trucks that enter the ports to install active
RFID tags on their trucks for identification purposes and faster processing. The tag
ID’s will then be used to quickly access a list of authorized drivers for a given truck,
ideally speeding up the check in process for truck drivers. While this approach does
not seem to be as vulnerable to tag impersonation - an impersonator would still need
to provide a picture ID of an authorized driver - its effectiveness however, depends
completely on the effectiveness of the manual ID check at the gates. In this sense
RFID technology does not provide an additional amount of security in this context it
only serves to speed up an already existing process. Moreover it remains questionable
whether this speedup will suffice to motivate all parties to continue investment in this
technology.

At this point it is probably too early to determine if this RFID enabled check in
system has been a success or if the old manual system will prevail. However it at least
appears as if the transition was not as smooth as expected. The success will depend
on the willingness of all terminal operators to install and to maintain the appropriate
RFID readers at the entry lanes and the willingness of trucking companies that did
not receive free tags when they were originally distributed to buy these tags and in
a few years to replace tags whose batteries will have become depleted. In all these
cases cooperation and continued support will largely depend on a perceived sufficient
return on investment to motivate all parties to continue to invest in this technology.
If successful, this program could serve as a catalyst for further installation of RFID
technology at the ports.

There are currently some pilot projects (Shanghai to Long Beach using EPCIS)
planned for the local ports. In general, however, widespread adoption of eSeals still
seems to be far away at the L.A. and L.B. ports. We will now discuss some potential
reasons for the hesitation of local port agents to commit to this technology:

1. Besides all the promises made by RFID System manufacturers there is a linger-
ing perception that the technology has not yet matured sufficiently. There are
still many obstacles with respect to reliability. The failure rate of many RFID
systems is still too high causing many companies to hesitate with an investment.

2. Many interoperability issues have not yet been resolved. It still appears to be
very cumbersome to integrate an RFID system with existing enterprise software.
Many companies simply do not want to invest into new technology that they
cannot seamlessly integrate into their existing systems.

3. Until recently there was a complete lack of eSeal communication standards.

4. There is still widespread concern about the security of eSeals.

5. These issues combined lead to the general perception of a non existent or very
low return on investment in an eSeal RFID system, reenforcing many affected
companies in their “wait and see” attitude.
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In October 2006 we attended a conference in Washington DC about RFID tech-
nology organized by the Transportation Research Board [5]. At this conference many
of these concerns were expressed by speakers from industry, research labs and gov-
ernment agencies. Several speakers noted that the promises and hype created by
RFID system manufacturers is not backed up by real, tangible developments. Many
of the main obstacles, such as interference issues or general concerns about return
on investment have not yet been successfully addressed. On the other hand some
encouraging signs were noted. An employee of Horizon Lines, for example, reported
about a successful implementation of a Container Tracking System for the state of
Alaska, an RFID-based system for tracking (Horizon) containers in the Alaska trade
lane. As he described the system boosts efficiency and customer service. This test
case verified the key concern of Return On Investment (ROI) for users. More recently
the ratification of ISO 18185 (eSeal) - besides its lack of a real security standard -
can be expected to create renewed interest in RFID based eSeals.

8.1 Remarks on ESeal Security

The new ISO standard 18185-4 does not demand any encryption of data transmissions
between an eSeal and an RFID reader. This is most likely due to the fact that satis-
factory encryption techniques have not yet matured enough to be useable for eSeals.
While there is a relatively large amount of research results on RFID security, most of
these results are not yet ready for real implementations. The reasons are mainly of
a more technical nature. In the cases of eSeals (active RFID tags) the battery power
severely limits the capabilities of these tags. Once a tag’s battery is discharged the
tag must be replaced. At a price of usually at least $100 per tag this adds a significant
amount of additional costs. Using powerful cryptographic functions would deplete a
tag battery even faster. But not only expensive cryptographic functions can deplete
a tag battery very fast, even simply periodically changing a tags id number depletes
the battery faster and therefore lowers the return on investment.

On the other hand, even if we had unlimited battery power available it would
still be difficult to settle on a final cryptographic implementation. In contrast to
code embedded on a hardware device such as an RFID tag, strictly software based
programs essentially can be updated and ’repaired’ whenever need be, that is when
based on a successful hacking attack a security flaw has been discovered. On an RFID
tag, however, the cryptographic programs would essentially have to be hardwired
onto each tag. This means that they are practically not changeable after the tag
has been manufactured. Hence, if ever weaknesses or flaws in the cryptographic
implementations on an already produced RFID tag are discovered, tags cannot simply
be “repaired”. To be safe all such tags would have to be removed, new tags (with the
flaw removed) would have to be bought and installed.

This fact further fuels the current hesitation with respect to strong (cryptography
based) security features on RFID tags. It is probably the main unresolved challenge
for RFID system manufacturers to manufacture tags that have a sufficiently long
battery life and that have been tested so thoroughly that with very high probability
their security implementation will withstand all known attacks and is software bug
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free. This by itself is a very difficult and challenging problem whose complexity to
a certain extent justifies the hesitation to install strong cryptographic functions on
RFID tags: Any premature, error prone release could have devastating consequences
for the future of RFID based technology and would likely wipe out or at least decimate
the whole RFID manufacturing industry. In this sense this industry has a very careful
approach to any plans to require strong security primitives for RFID communication,
explaining a general hesitation and lack of progress in this area. It also helps to
explain the lack of any encryption requirements in the new ISO 18185 standard.

As a result, any real progress with respect to RFID security may have to be
motivated and initiated by the non private sector. Governments and governmental
organizations will have to lead the push for strong RFID security by investing into
the technology through research grants and by installing and using it for government
related enterprise. This practical proof may be the only way to convince the private
sector of the benefits of RFID and to provide a tangible and convincing example of
its strong security benefits.

8.2 Future Developments and Recommendations

Nevertheless as a result of ISO 18185 and a constant stream of eSeal experiments
it seems more and more likely that in the very near future - if not already - eSeals
will start to be used at the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. So the question
of their security must be addressed and should not be ignored. Based on the lack of
any data protection and encryption standards it will be essential to rely on a more
broad approach to security for eSeals. It will take the interplay of several different
approaches to provide the desired security. In other words, instead - through the use
of strong cryptography - of simply relying on the security of the data transmissions
between tags and readers we should - right now- focus on protecting and shielding
these transmissions directly themselves. This requires a comprehensive approach that
addresses all aspects of Port Security:

• Tag transmissions should be shielded whenever tags are not currently read by a
reader. This will help prevent skimming attacks and will make it more difficult
for an attacker to impersonate a tag by simply replaying the tag Id. Tags could
be covered by a Faraday cage comparable device before loading overseas, while
on the ship and when on a truck. This cage will shield the tag while in transit.
This will make it much more difficult for an attacker to simply record a tags
signal and then after breaching a container to simply replay it to impersonate
the tag.

• In addition, tag signals should be continuously jammed while the tag and the
container that contains it are in transit to a US port.

• The autoID scheme [13] (see Section 3.2) should be used to provide an additional
amount of security. The autoId scheme allows tags to periodically change their
id’s. As long as this does not happen too often it is manageable by the currently
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available tag batteries (without reducing their life-span significantly). It will
likely suffice for tags to change their ids every time when they enter a US Port.

• Readers should be installed only in the interior of the port (and terminal) areas
so that - if possible - a radius of 100 to 150 meters around each reader will
still fall within the Port or terminals area. This area should then be closely
supervised by port police and other agencies to prevent attackers from accessing
RFID signals.

• Until tag-reader transmissions can be sufficiently encrypted a large amount of
“traditional security” is required. Tag shielding devices should be tamper proof.
All personnel with access to the ports should be subject to thorough security
checks so that only trusted personnel has access to the read range of the used
active tags.

8.3 Implementation

To implement these suggestions we recommend to

1. Strengthen ’traditional’ security checks.

2. Create a secure perimeter around all RFID readers by putting them into the
appropriate locations inside the terminals.

3. Encourage companies to invest in technology that supports the auto-id scheme.

4. Research ways how to best shield (or jam) tag signals when desired.

5. Train employees at the Ports in the limitations and the correct use of RFID
technology at the Ports.
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